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1. High chlorine levels will discolour, bleach, flake and breakdown the cover prematurely and
will void warranty. Maintain free chlorine levels between 1ppm to 3ppm. For periods when
chlorine levels exceed 3ppm, remove the cover until chlorine levels fall back to under
3ppm.

2. Covers can reduce the pools chlorine requirement by 50% therefore it is vital to turn the
chlorinator/dispenser/doser (if installed) output down when the cover is on the pool.

3. Maintain pH level between 7.0 to 7.8 (recommended 7.2-7.6).

4. Regularly test your pool chemicals to ensure they are within the recommended
parameters.

5. Do not administer concentrated chemicals (e.g. chlorine) next to or on covers. Always
remove the cover completely prior to adding chemicals to the pool.

6. If the pool is to be superchlorinated, remove the cover prior and keep the cover off the
pool until free chlorine dissipates back to recommended levels.

7. Do not drag the cover over abrasive pool surrounds.

8. Always replace broken rope tensioner attachments.

9. If the pool is expansive and the cover sags when pulled tightly, consider placing an
inflatable pool 'pillow' or 'float' beneath the cover to create some elevation.

10. Prior to removing cover from the pool, be sure to remove any sticks and debris so as not
to cause any damage to cover.

11. The cover can be cleaned with water and pool brush if needed, it is best to do this while
the cover is off the pool and flat on the ground to the side of the pool. Alternatively you
can hose your cover down.

12. When off the pool, always store the cover in the bag provided away from direct sunlight
and in a cool, dry place.

13. Before folding and placing in the bag, allow the cover to dry.

Winter Mesh Cover
CARE & MAINTENANCE GUIDE

A pool cover requires care and maintenance to achieve maximum life and to 
uphold the warranty. The following are recommended maintenance steps:
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